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What is 
Selective Mutism?
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You are impaired & really need help when…

• You get on the wrong camp bus and don’t tell the driver
• You wet yourself because you can’t tell your counselor you need to go to 

bathroom
• You want to tell someone not to take your toy
• You can’t tell your friend “I have that toy, too” 
• You literally break your arm and don’t tell someone
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History of Selective Mutism

• 1877: Aphasia Voluntaria
• 1934: Elective Mutism
• 1980: Included in the DSM-III as “Elective Mutism”
• 1994: Changed in the DSM-IV to“Selective Mutism”
• 2013: Officially made an anxiety disorder in DSM-5
• Reluctant & Restricted Speaking?
• Situationally-related diminution participation disorder
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Diagnostic Criteria: DSM-5
• Consistent failure to speak in specific social situations when speaking is 

expected (e.g., school) despite speaking in other situations

• Impairment in educational/occupational achievement or social 
communication

• > 1 month & not limited to 1st month of school

• Not due to lack of knowledge or comfort with the spoken language 
required in the social situation

• Not better accounted for by Communication disorder

• Not exclusively during PDD, schizophrenia or other psychotic disorder

(APA, 2013)
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Who is the “typical” child with SM 
that we meet for the first time?

• 7 year old girl (2 girls: 1 boy)
• Has had symptoms since preschool 
• Has more than 1 diagnosis

• Social phobia (per research ≈ 90%)

• Other anxieties or concerns
• Has not had behavioral treatment
• May have had some play therapy
• Has not tried a medicine to help SM

6
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Comorbidities Among Child Anxiety 
Disorders: The rule not the exception

Kendall, Brady, & Verduin (JAACAP, 2001)
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SM and Social Phobia: 
What’s the difference?

SM: Consistent 
failure to speak in 

specific social 
situations despite 
speaking in other 

situations

Social Phobia: 
Marked fear in  

social or 
performance 
situations in 

which humiliation 
or 

embarrassment is 
expected
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Current Conceptualization of SM

• SM is an anxiety disorder
• SM is distinguishable from social phobia
• SM is a solution to a problem

• Works in the short term
• Doesn’t work in the long term

• SM is distinct from and can be comorbid with ASD
• ICD they are mutually exclusive
• DSM they can be comorbid

11

Current Conceptualization of SM

NurtureNature    

12

The Nature Part
•The apple doesn’t fall far from the tree
•75% of our children with SM have one
or both parents with either:

• SM
• Social phobia

• Sub-clinical interpersonal anxiety sufficient to be impairing

•Predisposition to be behaviorally
inhibited*

• Detectable incredibly early in life

• Stable pattern of response

* See work of Jerome Kagan

13
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Anxiogenic parent-child interactions 
characterized by…

•Intrusive, more negative (Hudson & Rapee, 2001)
•Less granting of autonomy (Siqueland et al.,
1996)

•Less warmth (Moore et al., 2004)
•Reinforcing avoidance (Barrett et al., 1996)
•Family accommodation (Wu et al., 2016; Lebowitz,
2016)

•Ambiguous threat      avoidance (Dadds et al.,
1996)
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Moderating role of Vagal Tone in 
Parenting of Shy/Anxious Mothers

Root, Hasting, & Rubin (2016). J Ch Fam Studies. 25: 1325-1353.
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THE NURTURE PART:
BEHAVIORAL CONCEPTUALIZATION OF ANXIOUS AVOIDANCE

Child is prompted 
to talk or engage

Child gets (too) 
anxious

Child avoidsAdult rescues*

Child’s & adult’s 
anxiety are lowered

Negative 
reinforcement*

Attendance in class?
Called on to answer?
Turn & talk
What’s your name?
Are you hurt?

*Negative reinforcement always increases a behavior –
in this case avoidance
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What is enabling? 

18

Myths about Selective Mutism

• Selective Mutism ≠ Oppositionality

• Not cause by trauma

• They don’t just outgrow it

• SM ≠ Autism

• SM ≠ Shyness

19

Rigid Rules for the Child with SM
• Kids with SM divide the universe into those they talk with and those they 

don’t
• Boundaries are not fluid
• Old people and old situations are contaminated
• New people and  new situation are not associated with any history of not

talking 
• That is why don’t we ask any questions at all when first we meet the child 

with SM?
• We protect the tabula rasa

20
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Contaminated

Places

ActivitiesPeople

21

• 2 unanswered questions per minute =
20 unanswered questions per 10 minutes =
720 unanswered questions per day =
130,120 unanswered questions per school year!!!

• Let’s say it was especially high and it’s only 100,000 per 
year 

• Practice anything 100,000 times and you will get “good” 
at it !!

• Psychologists call this overlearning

Let’s Do the Math

22

What is enabling? Accommodating?

• Define enabling
• Define accommodating
• How are they different?
• Peer & sibling enabling
• So what’s a ______ to do?

23

What is enabling? 

24

What is enabling? 

25

Assessment of
Selective Mutism

26
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Assessment of Selective Mutism

1. Interview parents without child present 
- Developmental history
- Family history
- Consider all alternatives and co-occurring conditions

2. Teachers and others reports, e.g., coaches
3. No specific psychological tests can make the diagnosis
4. No blood tests or imaging tests can make the diagnosis
5. Diagnosis made by careful history taking and semi-structured 

interview
6. Consider language assessment given high rate of issues
7. Specialty tests for selective mutism help…

27

Specific Tests for Selective Mutism
• The Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule for Children 

and Parents (ADIS- C/P, Silverman & Albano, 1996)
• Selective Mutism Questionnaire (SMQ; 

Bergman et al., 2001 )
• Frankfurt Scale for SM (FSSM; Gensthaler et al., 2018)
• School Speech Questionnaire (SSQ; Bergman et al., 2002)
• SM – Behavioral Observation Task (SM-BOT)

– Developed by Kurtz originally in 2007
• SMICS-R – SM-specific coding system developed by Kurtz 

in 2007 and revised since

28

Selective Mutism Questionnaire 

Bergman (2001)
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Frankfurt Scale of Selective Mutism (FSSM)

30

SM Behavioral Observation Task (SM-BOT)*

• Parent & Child only in observation room
• We observe unobtrusively from behind 1-way mirror
• Gives us sense of child’s typical speaking with parent

• Stranger joins parent & child interaction
• First just observing from afar
• Then joining interaction asking NO questions
• Few minutes of great “play therapy” skills, e.g., play-by-

play announcer, reflecting what child says, praising 
behavior

• Asks one forced-choice question about their play
• Repeat both phases above

• Faux testing situation

*Kurtz (2007)

31

SM-BOT Baseline Composite

32
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SMICS-R Response Rate
Behavioral Approach Task: All Phases Combined
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SM Response Rate to a Stranger’s 
Forced Choice Questions After 2 x 5-mins CDI
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Idiographic Assessment

35

Treatment for 
SM and Child Anxiety:
What Do We Know?

36

Child/Adolescent Anxiety 
Multimodal Treatment Study 
(CAMS)
• 7-17 years old
• 448 children
• CBT, SSRI, Combination, Placebo
• Diagnoses included

• SAD
• GAD
• Social Phobia

Walkup et al., 2008

37

CAMS: Combined Treatment

CBT Med81%

23% Placebo responders

60% 55%

38
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Risks of Under-treating
• Every day that a child continues with impairing 

symptoms
– Is not neutral
– Strengthens their habit of avoidance
– Strengthens others perceptions that they are the 

child who doesn’t talk
– May be demoralizing
– Decreases self-efficacy …

• The belief you can do the behavior

39

Long-term Risks of Under-
Treating
• Anxiety Disorders, if not properly treated, can lead to 

increased chances of:
– School absences
– Underachievement
– Impaired peer relations
– Alcohol and drug use
– Problems adjusting to work situations
– Anxiety disorders in adulthood

40

Parents as
Agents of Change to 
Reverse the Patterns

41

Where does the therapist 
fit in to the equation?

42

Is the child’s positive 
relationship to somebody a 
necessary condition for 
the child to change a 
behavior that is a high 
degree of difficulty? 

Positive, Trusting 
Relationship

Opportunity 
for Change

Guided 
practice

43

Vgotsky Zone of Proximal Development

Does + relationship enhance the 
rate of change?

44
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What is treatment?
• Treatment is providing opportunities to practice 

being brave
• Within a trusting, fun relationship
• In graduated steps
• Systematically increasing difficulty
• Decreasing avoidance and enabling
• Increasing distress tolerance for both child and adults
• Not targeting anxiety per se

• Anxiety extinguishes with habituation

45

Treatment …
• is dose dependent
• varies a lot across children
• typically lasts once attained
• is fun & exhausting at the same time
• should be transparent
• must be developmentally sensitive
• often requires adjunctive medication 

46

Treatment of SM in Particular

47

SM Treatment Outcome Studies*

* Gold standard are randomized controlled trials

48

Our Behavioral Treatment Model:
Parent-Child Interaction Therapy for 

Selective Mutism

PCIT-SM

49

PCIT-SM

derived from the pioneering work of 
Dr. Sheila Eyberg
Professor Emerita 

University of Florida

50
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PCIT-SM

Carpenter et al. (2014) 

51

PCIT-SM

Cotter, Todd, & Brestan-Knight, (2018) 

52

Other RCTs consistent with
PCIT-SM

Cornacchio et al. (2019); Catchpole et al. (2019)

53

Based on Social Learning Theory 

• PCIT-SM reverses the downward 
cycle of avoidant child behavior 
maintained by negative 
reinforcement 

• PCIT-SM creates an upward 
positive spiral of brave talking by 
adults consistently applying the 
key principles of shaping of 
successive approximations by 
stimulus fading, reinforcement, 
and providing generalization 
opportunites

Adapted from Eyberg & Robinson (1982) 

54

Treatment Goals
• Build Brave Muscles!

1. Psychoeducation – collaborative and transparent 
process

2. Being comfortable with being uncomfortable 
• This applies to child, parents, teacher, counselors

3. Increase number of responsive and spontaneous 
verbalizations across:

1. People
2. Settings
3. Situations

55 56
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CDI (Child Directed 
Interactions)

- or -
VDI (Verbal Directed 

Interactions)

Driving in only 1 of 2 gears:

57

PCIT-SM Behavioral Skill Modules

• Child Directed Interaction (CDI)
– Reward/ Reinforcement

• Verbalization Directed Interaction (VDI)
– Exposure/ Approach Task

• Fade-in
– Passing the ‘talking baton’
– Generalization to new persons

• Targeted Exposures
– Generalization to new P/P/A

58

CDI (Child Directed Interactions)

When your child/student is NOT 
yet ready to be prompted

How do you decide what pace to 
go?

What is your risk/tolerance ratio?
Caregivers’ risk/tolerance ratios?

59

PRIDE Skills
• Praise - Labeled Praises of what they say & do
• Reflect everything they say
• Imitate their play
• Behavior Descriptions like a narrator or  

sportscaster
• Enjoy the play with them

****AVOID ALL
• Questions, commands, and criticism - sarcasm

Adapted from Eyberg & Robinson (1982) 
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Do’s

Labeled Praise for talking Mind read

Reflect verbalizations Questions

Play-by-Play Announcer
(Behavioral Descriptions) Commands to talk

Use question end-arounds Negative Talk

Play to strengths

Don’ts

Do’s & Don’ts in CDI

61

Whack-a-Mole

Every verbalization is a 
gift from the gods

62
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We almost always use 
• Brave Talking points 

• To shape progressively more talking
• Trade points for Prizes or Privileges
• Note that no child ever becomes  addicted 

to prizes
• No child ever becomes extortionist about 

prizes

63

Verbal Directed Interactions

64

Verbal Directed Interactions
Definition
VDI is a specific set of “Do” skills that builds on the SM-CDI “Do” skills, 
adding specific prompts to verbalize and providing valid opportunities for 
the child to respond.

Why we do it
To optimize opportunities for a child to provide a verbal response and 
minimize opportunities that inadvertently discourage verbal responding. 
TO BUILD BRAVE MUSCLES!!

When we use it
After the child has had an opportunity to warm up with SM-CDI. Even 
when you deem that a child is ready for VDI, still uses LP, RF, and BD in 
your skills repertoire, combining CDI and VDI.

65

VDI (Verbal Directed Interactions)
When your child/student IS 

ready to be prompted..
What are your clues? 

Criteria? How do you know? 
How do you know if you 

made correct choice?
What do you do if you were 

wrong?

66

Hierarchy of Verbalizations

• Sounds and Noises (we rarely target this)

• Responsive
– Following a prompt (question or command)

• Spontaneous
– Self-initiated

• Socially ‘Expected’
– Hello, Good-bye, excuse me, please and thank you

67

Labeled Praise for talking Mind read

Reflect verbalizations Yes/No Questions

Play-by-Play Announcer
(Behavioral Descriptions) Indirect commands to talk

Forced Choice/Open Ended
Questions Negative Talk

Direct prompts to talk Enable

Wait 5” to respond

Do’s Don’ts

Do’s & Don’ts in VDI

68
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Composite of CDI and first VDI 

69

3 types of questions

Yes/ No
Forced Choice
Open Ended

70

Situation Yes/No Forced Choice Open-Ended
Non-question 

approach*
Direct Command -

Verbal
Indirect Command -

Verbal

Ice cream We're having 
ice cream. Do 
you want 
some?

We're having ice 
cream.  Do you want 
vanilla, chocolate, 
or something else?

We're having ice 
cream. What flavor 
ice cream do you 
want?

We're having ice 
cream.  Show me 
which flavor you 
want.

We're having ice 
cream.  Tell me 
which flavor you 
want.

We're having ice 
cream. Maybe you 
could tell me what 
flavor you want.

Bathroom Do you need to 
use the 
bathroom?

Do you need to use 
the bathroom, or 
not?

What do you do if 
you need to use 
the bathroom?*

Here's the 
bathroom pass. 
Just give it to me 
if you need to 
use the toilet at 
any time.

Tell me whether 
you need to go to 
the bathroom or 
not.

Some of the kids are 
using the bathroom. 
You can tell me if you 
need to go or not.

Morning 
Meeting

Is today 
Monday?

Is today Sunday, 
Monday, or you're 
not sure?

What day is today? Point to which 
day today is on 
the calendar.

Please tell me what 
day today is.

Here are the days on 
the calendar.  Maybe 
you could tell me what 
today is.

Prize storeDo you know 
which prize 
you want?

Do you want the 
plane, the ball, or 
something else?

Which prize do you 
want to buy with 
your points?

Show me which 
prize you want 
with the points 
you earned.

Tell me which prize 
you want for your 
points today.

You earned so many 
points today. How 
about you tell me over 
here which prize you 
want for your points.

Adult Prompts

71

Forced Choice or Open 
Ended Question /or Direct 

Verbal Command or 
Prompt for Verbalization

Effective VDI Sequence

72

Wait 5 seconds… the longest 5 
seconds ever

Requires… 
DISTRESS 

TOLERANCE!

Theirs and yours!

73

Forced Choice or Open 
Ended Question /or 

Direct Verbal Command 
or Prompt for 
Verbalization

Verbal Response No Response Nonverbal Response

Effective VDI Sequence

74
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Forced Choice or Open Ended 
Question /or Direct Verbal 
Command or Prompt for 

Verbalization

Verbal Response

Reflection and Labeled Praise

No Response

Wait 5 seconds
Reformat or Repeat Question

Nonverbal Response

Acknowledge Gesture and 
Neutral Probe for Verbal

No response/ nonverbal

Wait 5 seconds and “Plan B”

Verbal Response

Reflection and Labeled Praise

Effective VDI Sequence
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What actually is an 
exposure?

What is its function?
What are necessary elements of an exposure?

What is required for an exposure to be successful?
How do you know if one is successful?

Where does Craske’s Inhibitory Learning fit in for kids 
these days?

76

Exposure 
Response 
Options

Approach

AvoidAccommodate

Fight, flight, 
freeze

77

Small bag Small bag to hold all ingredients in your Exposure Kit
Can prompt child to adult or adult to child

Dry erase marker/pen For white board or paper  
Dry erase board/paper

Point tracker Something to track points with – paper with stickers, stamps, tics
3-5 Games Games that child already has positive association with
Prizes Already purchased prizes for immediate reward

Can also be a picture or drawing of the prize to be gotten

Pre-rehearsed questions on laminated cards on ring binder
Scripted but great over-learning quality, lessens indecision

Optional Ingredients

Recipe for Exposures

78

Games for Eliciting Talk 
when child is ready !

• Go Fish
• Battleship
• Surveys of “Favorites”
• Hangman
• Spot It!
• Tell Tale

79 80
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Review of the Paradigm

Trade points for prizes (determined ahead 
of time)

Check mark or sticker (Immediately) 

Labeled Praise (with or without a Reflection) 
or Reflection (with or without a LP) 

Brave Talking

Valid prompts: (Forced Choice or Open Ended 
+ wait 5”)

82
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Most Important Rule for Generalization
Change only 1 variable at a time
• The person
• The place 
• The activity

85

Fading one change at a time

• Child and parent* in classroom (1:1)
• Fade teacher in (1:2)
• Fade peer in (1:3)
• Fade parent out (1:2)
• Fade child #2 in (1:2+1)
• Fade into routine activities
• CHANGE 1 VARIABLE AT A TIME

*This might be therapist rather than parent who 
accompanies to classroom at first

86
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Goal Setting

• Small, incremental steps
• Systematic
• Involve child to the extent possible
• Ready to find and “titrate” half-steps as 

needed if child is struggling with given step

87 88

Hierarchy of goals for 1st grader

With only Mom, mimic silly sound

With only Mom, answer questions: forced choice, math

With only Mom, mimic long words

At school, Mom and W. only in a non-classroom

Begin to fade Mom out

Add Dad to “talking circle”

Add Dr. Kurtz to “talking circle”

With only Mom in room, mimic face

With only Mom, mimic short words

start

89

Fade therapist into the room again

Fade Mom out of the room, leaving student + friends +            
therapist

Fade 2nd friend into this same room

Fade in 1st teacher, then second, then both, in addition to peers

Fade therapist in again, followed by 1 peer, then 2, then 3

Fade student and Mom into classroom; peers not present

Fade teacher in to this non-classroom with friends

At school, Mom and W. only in a non-
classroom

Fade 1st friend into this non-classroom

Hierarchy for 1st grader - continued

90

SHAPING:  ORDERING ICE CREAM
Order ice cream at counter

Practice ordering with new Therapist in the store
Practice ordering with Therapist in the store

Continue practicing order on the way (hallway, 
on walk there, outside of store)

Responding to new Therapist’s prompt “What 
flavor can I get you?”

Responding to familiar Therapist’s prompt 
“What flavor can I get you?” in classroom

Responding to familiar Therapist’s FC 
question about order in classroom (vanilla 
or chocolate?)

start   →

91 92
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Treatment Benchmarks

• Trajectory based on known cases

• By a few sessions, child should not look angry or frightened to 
start sessions

• By a few sessions, progress should be obvious – even if slow 
but steady

• By 2-3 sessions children are usually easily talking to us in room 
with parent present

• By 4-6 sessions most kids are talking to therapist without 
parent present in room

93

• By 6-8 in-school sessions, most are talking to an 
adult without parent present in the room

• By 8-12 sessions in school, most are talking to 
multiples of teacher +/- students in school, even if 
in contrived situations

• By 12 sessions child should not be angry or scared 
about the treatment process and should be 
confident that gains are being made
– Again, even if slow/steady

Treatment Benchmarks

94

• Progress in treatment
• Why do 2 kids with same presentation, same therapist, equally 

committed and engaged parents have such different outcomes?
• Managing parental expectations
• Expected trajectories and variations on the theme
• Mediators

• Exposure lifestyle
• School participation (and others, e.g, coaches)
• Fidelity and quality of service delivery

• Moderators
• Genetic diathesis
• Severity and duration

Managing Parental 
Expectations

95

Who should consider 
medication?
• Children who are really not responding to treatment 

– At expected rate
– At acceptable rate
– At rate that makes them feel 

• Confident
• Proud
• Relieved
• Efficacious

96

Treatment of SM with Medicines

97

Unlikely to Medicate

Less severe impairment

No CBT trial in past

Low comorbidities

Meeting CBT benchmarks

98
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More likely to medicate

Less severe impairment More severe impairment

No CBT trial in past Poor prior CBT response

Low comorbidities High comorbidities

Meeting CBT benchmarks Not meeting CBT benchmarks

99

How long should child stay on the 
medication?

• First adjust to effective level
• Then one year’s life cycle of successful 

events
• Return to school
• Birthday party
• Family gatherings
• Holiday celebrations
• Scouts/teams/clubs
• Summer activities
• Recitals
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Exemplar 
videos

102

A Day in the Life of an SM Group 
Intensive

103

Morning Meeting
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20/20 clip of a gritty kid at Prize 
Store
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FADE-INS
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STEPS OF FADING IN

1. Child and familiar adult playing - adult does CDI and VDI, reinforcing child’s 
verbalizations

2. New adult approaches - gradually starts using CDI and increasing 
engagement

3. Familiar adult prompts child and reinforces for answering in front of new 
adult

4. Repeat this several times - then new adult prompts and reinforces
5. Repeat several times - familiar adult can then leave

107

NUANCES TO CONSIDER

• CHANGE ONE VARIABLE AT A TIME
• Fade into routine activities
• Stay focused on the child
• Be transparent
• Don’t linger
• TIME FOR  PLAN “B”
• When/how to slow down? (go back to where child was last 

successful if needed)
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Fade “teacher” into Clinic & Fade Parent Out
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Fade “teacher” into Clinic & Fade Parent Out
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Shaping Generalization to the 
Classroom Once Student is 
Talking to You

111

Day #1 of school: Could not prep teacher in advance

112

End of school year: 
After disastrous first home visit a few weeks earlier

113

Later in same session

114

Working with Schools

• Who will help the child talk in school?
• What prep must be done?
• Should it be parent? You? Other 

person?
• Where do IEPs and 504 plans fit in?

115

SM-PCIT 

Kurtz (2014)
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Shaping Class Participation

9 yo student with ASD and SM 
but not SP, not ODD
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Shaping Class Participation

118

119

Shaping Generalization to 
Outside Settings

120

Generalization to Candy 
Store
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Facilitating 
Peer-to-

Peer 
Interactions
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Facilitating Peer-to-Peer

123

Facilitating Peer-to-Peer 
Interactions

1. Two kids in close vicinity
a. Counselors in CDI, reflecting & praising any verbalizations

2. Counselors provide VDI command to tell peer their answer
a. continue with CDI: reflecting & praising any verbalizations

3. Counselors provide VDI command to ask peer a question
a. Remember facts are easier than personal info or opinion!
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Nuances to Consider:
Common Comorbidities

Separation Anxiety: unusual distress at the discussion 

or experience of being parted from their attachment figure

What to do:  Set them up for success + CDI
• Have preferred activities ready for them when they arrive
• Meet them at the door and make the drop off quick
• Describe their behavior as they move closer to the room
• Give them labeled praise and stickers for walking to/in the door

• Ask a clinician for help; they will help coach the parents to leave as you bring the child into 
the room
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Oppositional behavior
What is the function of the 

oppositional behavior?
How assess if separate or 
manifestation of anxious 

avoidance?
How to treat if a separate 

condition?
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Oppositional Behaviors when secondary to 
the anxious avoidance of exposures
What to do:  Active Ignoring
• Ignore negative behaviors and attend to 

positive behaviors
• e.g., child is rolling on the floor in corner

• ignore rolling behavior
• describe other kids’ appropriate behavior
• praise initial child as soon as they move 

closer, sit up, join the group, etc.

What is done the PCIT-CALM protocol?*
Comer et al.
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Perfectionistic Behaviors: 
• Frequently lining up toys
• Afraid of saying the wrong thing 

(answering with “I don’t know”)
• Difficulty with “messing up” on art 

projects

What to Do:
• Encourage “brave guessing”
• Praising flexibility and staying calm 

when things don’t go as planned
• Praising for letting you add to 

their tower

Phobias (medical, loud noises, dark)
What to Do:
• Review schedule for day in morning
• Practice exposure to feared object ahead of 

time, shaping up to feared situation
• Stickers for being brave!

Bathroom Accidents
What to Do:
• Scheduled bathroom breaks
• Scaffolding
• Stickers for going to the bathroom!

Nuances to Consider
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Teaching Coping Skills
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Self-modeling
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Video exemplars from FIU on 
YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLP0Y0pUYdGjWVeaTHvmI-yc3HpuaXX5Jj
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www.selectivemutismlearning.org

web-based site for learning about 
selective mutism

a public service brought to you by

Kurtz Psychology Consulting PC
www.kurtzpsychology.com
sm@kurtzpsychology.com

212-658-0110
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Sources

http://www.selectivemutismlearning.org
http://www.kurtzpsychology.com/
mailto:sm@kurtzpsychology.com
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